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In computational grid computing, grid nodes spanning over several diverse computing resources
belonging to heterogeneous administrative domains form the backbone of Virtual Enterprise [VE].
In order to offer service-on-demand, various service providers, requesters, brokers and
administrators collaborate in request-response manner among each other in Service Oriented Virtual
Enterprise through service registry, service discovery and service binding mechanisms. Security
issues for integrated and collaborative sharing of computing resources across heterogeneous
administrative domains are principal concern. At the same time, the privacy and anonymity are also
of prime importance while communicating over publicly spanned network like web. The individual
service providers or requesters may not reveal their true identity to one another for privacy needs.
Also, computational grid services may be required to be availed anonymously within the grid
framework to keep the personal sensitive information about the service requester protected. This
paper focuses on the protection of privacy and anonymity of grid stakeholders in the service oriented
computational grid framework. An extension of onion routing has been used with dynamic token
exchange along with protection of privacy and anonymity of individual identity.
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1. Introduction
With the evolving computational need, the world of computing has faced a sea change
with shift of entire paradigm from traditional centralized mainframe based computing to
networked and distributed computing and now towards grid computing. The mounting
popularity of the Internet and accessibility to high-speed networks along with abundance
of affordable powerful personal computers, workstations and servers amplified the
computing usage by leaps and bounds. With the advent of distributed computing with
sophisticated load balancing, distributed data and concurrent computing power using
clustered servers, the need of collaborative computing has been felt. The grid computing
has emerged to cater the need of computing-on-demand. In grid computing,
geographically dispersed heterogeneous computing stations belonging to diverse
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administrative domains can connect to the grid and offer services or request services in a
loosely coupled environment with services-on-demand style. Grid computing exploits
idle or unused processing cycles of all capable computers in a network in order to solve
problems, which may otherwise be excessively intensive for any single computing
station. Similar to electric power grid, the computational grid provides a collaborative
infrastructure with easy, consistent and inexpensive access to diverse computational
resources belonging to heterogeneous administrative domains through a unified view of
single virtual resource. Grid computing infrastructure thus involves integrated and
collaborative sharing of computing resources forming Virtual Enterprises [VE].
While messages are exchanged among grid nodes belonging to public realm, the
service stakeholders, particularly, the service providers and service consumers may need
to conceal the identity. Sensitive information like user profile including demographic and
geographic location identification in addition to navigation and personal likings and
preferences need to be protected [Jana et al (2008)]. While security is of utmost
importance for communication among geographically dispersed distributed grid nodes,
concealing individual profiles and identities are worth concerning. Privacy and
anonymity in the user profile management are primary concerns of this paper.
In this paper, we have focused on the protection of privacy and anonymity of grid
stakeholders in the service oriented computational grid framework. An extension of onion
routing with dynamic token exchange has been used for protecting from intruders within
service oriented grid backbone. The organization of this paper follows. Section 2
discusses service oriented computational grid architecture basics in the light of grid
computing. Section 3 talks about privacy and anonymity issues and concerns related to
grid services. Section 4 presents some related works and some of our earlier works.
Section 5 describes our implementation model using anatomy of SOAP and web services
as applicable with onion routing to our solution architecture. Simulation experiments and
results are presented in Section 6. Section 7 presents conclusion and future works.
2. Service Oriented Computational Grid Architecture
In Service-oriented architecture (SOA) [Jana (2006)], services are the crux of the
architectural backbone.
Service
Requestor

Service
Administrator
HTTP

Web Services (SOAP, WSDL)
XML

Service Provider

Fig. 1. Simple grid architecture

In SOA, we can view a relationship of the stakeholders – service providers, requesters
or consumers and service registry or service administrators connected in a service-on-
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demand scenario. Service providers register themselves with Service Registry, Service
consumers discover or find provider for required services from service registry. Then,
service consumer binds the service provider to execute the service request by the provider
of services. Grid can be used as a layer (Fig. 1) through which service providers, service
consumers or grid clients, grid manager or administrators communicate. XML format is
used for platform agnostic communications with open standards for published web
services in request / response mode using Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) or Web
Services Definition Language (WSDL).
3. Privacy and Anonymity Issues
In a Virtual Enterprise (VE), a service provider as well as service requester or consumer
must be allowed to define and enforce privacy policies [Foster (2004)] to protect
sensitive information like personal information, credit history of a customer or some
confidential data etc. While collating responses from multiple service providers, the
master service provider or broker has to open individual sections of the form. But, the
individual service provider is supposed to open the portion of the form designated for its
own filling up and not to intervene with anyone else’s area. This requires that the XML
document be multi-parted and have some means to protect portions to undesired service
provider. One level of concern is that the XML content, which may contain information
of multiple heterogeneous service providers, may get exposed to one service provider, a
node on the grid. This may have a breach of privacy between multiple service providers.
Many a times, privacy is closely resembled with anonymity that demands the need of
being unidentified or unobserved while transacting over public domain such as web or
other public realm. Adequate level of privacy needs to be achieved through controlled
disclosure of identity and associated information. Anonymity can ensure achievement of
privacy needs. In general, anonymous message transmission requires that the transacting
message would not carry any information about the original sender and intended receiver.
4. Earlier Works
A service oriented grid framework based on the peer-to-peer paradigm has been talked
about by Amoretti et al (2005). Phatanapherom et al (2003) showed a simulation model
for grid scheduling. Foster et al (2002a, 2002b) have talked about grid services for
distributed system and associated security architecture [Foster et al(1998)]. Fujita (2004)
showed the use of web services for dynamic collaborations. Security of grid resource is
very important. Many platforms like Avaki (2003), Legion [Grimshaw (1994)], Globus
[Globus (http://www.globus.org/toolkit), Foster et al (1999a, 1999b), Kanaskar (2005) ]
are the possible grid middleware choices. They all support authentication and coarsegrained security [Bertino (2004), Haider (2006)]. Our earlier work [Jana and Bhaumik
(2004)] was on security protection through hierarchical administrative servers and single
signon across several administrative domains. We worked with fine-grained hierarchical
role based grid access control [Jana et al (2007)]. The applicability of security issues and
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its protection in ubiquitous environment was investigated in one paper [Jana et al
(2006b)]. Security Model of Service Oriented computational grids was explored by Jana
et al (2006a, 2006c). Our earlier work [Jana et al (2005a, 2005b)] used dynamic user
credential management by using dynamic token generation during session establishment
and ongoing communication. In this approach, it is possible to provide more security and
less hack-proneness in grid environment in public realm. The scheme for dynamic token
generation in a grid environment ensures more security and less hack-proneness because
of the dynamic changing of the token, used in all transactions. The dynamic token thus
generated forms part of the private key and the user id of the client provides the public
key in terms of PKI. Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is the most widely adopted security
infrastructure used in Grid environments [Foster(2001)]. In addition to PKI based
security tools, traditional security issues have been managed through well-known identity
management [Lim et al(2004, 2005)] and access control technologies, e.g. X.509
certificates[Tuecke et al(2004)], Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) communication protocol
etc. Another of our work [Jana et al (2005c)] used the idea of encrypting or signing a
portion of a XML document, so that same XML document can float through multiple
service providers with different sections locked for view by a particular server. The
particular server, upon receipt of the XML content can unlock (view) only his designated
portion and response is padded in. The XML content then floats around to the next server
in the chain. Finally, it comes back with all the reply, keeping confidentiality and privacy
of the individual service providers.
5. Our Implementation Model
Pseudonymous or anonymous communication can be achieved through onion routing
[Onion Routing (Wiki)] technique, originally developed by D Goldschlag, M Reed, and P
Syverson. In onion routing, a set of encrypted layers are responsible for encoding routing
information, thereby provides the cloud of routing onions comprised of several routers or
nodes. Onion routing layer provides protection of privacy by concealing the identity of
the sender and recipient of a message. It also protects the underlying message through
encryption during inter-router traversals in a network. It also provides a strong degree of
unlinkability, so that an eavesdropper cannot easily determine both the sender and
receiver of a given message at a given time, thereby ensuring anonymity to the greatest
extent [Jana et al (2008)]. However, an eavesdropper or attacker with the ability to
monitor an under-loaded onion router in a network might be able to trace the path of a
message through the network and intrude. Onion routing networks become vulnerable to
such intrusion or intersection attacks and predecessor attacks. Intersection attacks are
caused due to failing or leaving nodes in a network. Predecessor attacks are facilitated
through session tracking of the infected node.
Onion routing does not provide any absolute guarantee of privacy; rather, it provides
a continuum in which the degree of privacy is generally a function of the number of
participating routers versus the number of compromised or malicious routers. The degree
of privacy can be given as below:
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Say, Rn = Total # of routers in a network
Rp= number of compromised or malicious routers
Degree of privacy = P = f(Rn, Rp)
Our testbed environment uses Java [Jana (2005)] for implementation. The server or
service providers or the service collators have the web page as well as servlet [Danny
(2003)] and JSP container as the application server (Tomcat). We implemented using
Java Servlet on Tomcat 5.x using SOAP-RPC and Messaging combination. Java servlets
are loaded when the client browser intends to load the designated servlet, thereby
communication is initiated and continued through SOAP-XML messages. We have
adopted architecture similar to distributed-core architecture of Canali et al (2006). In our
architecture (Fig. 2), the server nodes are divided into edge nodes (En nodes), lying
closer to the network edge, and core nodes (Cn node), placed in strategic positions within
the cloud. High user-perceived performance is the goal. The edge nodes will finally
collate the services from several service providers, while the core nodes are responsible
to form the part of onion routing cloud for finding out and finally availing the desired
service. Here follows the steps as shown in the Activity Diagram presented in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the model

At first, a service requester requests for a service. This request is received by a
designated Edge node. The edge node extracts the identification of the service requester
and generates a dynamic token (ticket) based on internally generated encryption
technique similar to our dynamic token generation algorithm. It then finds out a core
node in the onion routing layer to get the desired service. The edge nodes store the
sender’s details and then find the suitable core node in an onion routing framework. The
core node then seeks for the subsequent core nodes in onion routing methodology and
establishes a path to flow the message to the respective Service Provider or a set of
Service Providers. The nodes may have multiple roles of a broker, collator, sender on
behalf of some other service requester etc. The message flow is done in an encrypted
mode. After the service provider(s) complete the processing, the response is sent back to
the service requester back in the same path as that established during request sending.
The broker, on its own or others in the cloud collates responses from several service
providers, if applicable. The collation may require authenticating the ticket, which is all
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along flowing with the messages. The final results are sent back to the edge node. Edge
node in turn sends responses back to the requester. However in a practical scenario,
intermediate nodes may not be available and therefore the encrypted message may get
lost. This situation can be better handled by the introduction of an Authentication Server
in the Onion Routing Grid framework, where every time a node gets a message registers
the sender and receiver information along with the dynamically generated ticket.
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Fig. 3. Activity Diagram showing interactions among Service consumers, Edge Nodes, Core Nodes and
Service providers

Every time the ticket gets changed or the intermediate nodes fail or become
unavailable, the node that currently holds the message can query the Authentication
server to fetch the path of message traversal. By this technique the request receiving path
and the response sending path may not be the same. We have used the dynamic ticket
generation concept for overcoming the drawback of onion routing to ensure the
availability of return path in case of malicious attacks. Also, signing XML document in
portion and encrypting that portion help to achieve privacy of the content in concern.
6. Simulation Experiments and Results
A number of simulation experiments have been conducted to evaluate the applicability of
the implementation model architecture for protection of privacy and anonymity. We
have used GridSim [Buyya (2002)]. The service requesters, service providers, brokers
and their collaborations are in the backbone. Our implementation model uses Java [Jana
(2005)] as the implementation language. The results of our simulation experiments reveal
that the model has high scalability and robustness and suitable to achieve the privacy and
anonymity with insignificant load as expected.
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The simulation results in Fig. 4(a) shows that increasing number of service requesters
has an impact on turnaround time with positive slope, i.e. turnaround time increases with
increase of requesters keeping other parameters i.e. providers, edge and core nodes
remaining same. The simulation results in Fig. 4(b) shows that average turnaround time
increases with increase of processing time of service requests. This means more
computationally intensive a job, demands more processing time as well as turnaround
time. The simulation results in Fig. 4(c) shows that average turnaround time decreases
with increase of edge nodes, eventually stabilizes. With increased number of edge nodes,
service requesters get more edge nodes to handle the request thereby reducing the
turnaround time. The results of Fig. 4(d) shows average turnaround time increases with
more core nodes because of the inherent delay incurred due to more number of layers to
reach the provider and vice versa.
Fig. 4 (b). Processing Time of Service Requests vs
Turnaround Time (Avg)
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Fig. 4 (d). Number of Core Nodes vs Turnaround
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Fig. 4 (c). Number of Edge Nodes vs Turnaround
Time (Avg)
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With increased number of Edge nodes as well as Core Nodes in the Onion cloud,
expectedly the overall turnaround time increases with more protection for privacy and
anonymity. Number of layers increases the degree of privacy and anonymity. On the
other hand, keeping the number of Edge as well as Core nodes in Onion cloud same, and
varying Service Providers show us that more service providers will ease the service
availability with more fault tolerance and availability reducing the time to wait for
services. Increasing number of service requesters has an impact on the performance with
more wait time for availing the service.
7. Conclusion and Future Work
By using XML encryption techniques to sign a portion of a multi-part document, we have
protected the privacy of the stakeholder in concern. The concept of Onion Routing has
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been used with enhanced features such as anonymity, unlinkability and inter-nodal
encryption and merging the same with the existing features of privacy protection, trust,
integrity, confidentiality and authorization in Service Oriented Computational Grid. To
eradicate the drawback of Onion Routing we have introduced dynamic token generation
and exchange in the system so that every node in the network gets tagged to a centralized
Authentication server where it can register message sender and receiver details and also
can get the updated refreshed token periodically. Thus we have ensured that the no
encrypted message/request gets lost in an Onion Routing network during traversal even if
the intermediate nodes fail or get malicious. This is to ensure the fail-safe mechanism
without compromising privacy and establishing anonymity.
Our current research is focused towards establishing a hierarchical authentication
based services to reduce the load of the authenticating the dynamic ticket while ensuring
security in grid transactions.
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